1. Tensor products. Let Ax and A2 be Banach algebras and let C be the complex number system. We consider [3] a subset F of Thus /zGF and the value of h{x\, x2) is given by an absolutely convergent series. Relative to the operations defined, F is an algebra over C. If \\f\\i is taken as Sun,*,) |/(xi, x2) | ||xi||i||x2||2, then an analog of the proof that h is a Banach space shows that F is a Banach space. The relation ||/* g||3' â||/||s Hills' follows from the computation of the preceding paragraph.
Hence F is a Banach algebra. In F let 7 be the closed ideal generated by all functions/ of one of the following forms (xi, x{ , x2, x2 are arbitrary, a is a complex number):
otherwise; (iv) /(xi, x2) = -af{x\, ax2),f=0 otherwise. We assert that when F/7 is given its quotient space norm it is isometrically isomorphic to A3, the greatest cross-norm tensor product Ai®"A2 of ^4i and A2. The argument rests on the following statements each of which is simply proved.
(a) In F, the set F0 of functions/ that are nonzero on sets that are at most finite is dense in F.
(b) F0 is a normed algebra containing the generators of 7. Let 70 be the closed ideal generated in F0 by the generators of 7. Then 7o is a linear space in F0 and 7o is dense in 7.
(c) For / in F0, the quotient norm of //70 is precisely the greatest cross-norm of the equivalence class represented by / (d) The mapping <£0: F0/70->A3 defined by: <j>o{f/Io) = equivalence class represented by fis an isometry onto a dense subset of As. The extension 4> of <po to F/7 is an isometry of F/7 onto A3. In dealing with A3 (where the norm will be denoted by || • • • ||s) we shall often work with representatives of elements in F/7. For any fGF, the element g given by: g(xi, x2) = 1 if (xi, x2) = {f{x{ , x2)x{ , x2) and g = 0 otherwise, satisfies the equation f/I = g/I. Thus, ultimately an element of A¡ will be symbolized by a formal sum /J"_i (xi"®x2n) where yj"=x ||xi"||i||x2n||2< oo. Very often we shall omit reference to representatives.
For example, we shall say simply "the element we see that £3 is norm-decreasing and hence that E3 is continuous.
Hence M3 is closed.
If Mi is not maximal, let MjC^s, a regular maximal ideal. Let £3: ^3-^4 3/^3 be the canonical epimorphism and define Gi and G2
by the formulas
Then Gi(A%) CA3/M3, i = i, 2. We prove now 
It is clear now that G2 (and similarly Gi) is a continuous homomorphism.
If (xi, x2) G Mi X M2 then mxi = (wiXi ®u2)=w is such that E3(w) = 0,
i.e., Gi(xi)=0. Thus MiCGr1^). Similarly, M2GG2-1(0). Hence either Mi = Gr1(0) or G¿(^4¿)=0, i = í, 2. Since Gt(w¿)?í0, we see GrKO) = Mi. If 77¿ are engendered by F3 as G¿ are engendered by £3 we find [2] Mi = Hrl{0), i-i, 2. Following the argument in [2] , we obtain i7¿ = aiG¿ = /3lFi where a,, j3t-are isometric C-automorphisms of Ai/Mi. Finally Ei={ßi®ß2)-1F3, whence E3{A3) is simple and M% is maximal.
We remark that E3 is an epimorphism. Indeed, if
we can choose (yi", y2n)GAiXA2 so that £¿(y¿") =Ei{x{n), i=l, 2, n = 1, 2, • • • , and such that ||yi»||i < ||Fi(xi")||i + 2~n, ||y2n||2 <||E2(x2")||h+2'"".
(We may and do assume ||Fi(xin)||I = ||£2(x2n)||ii.
For, in each nontrivial term we may use the equivalent representa-
Then if z= Y^n-i {yin®y2n) we see E3{z)=w.
We note (for later use) that G\{A\) and G2(^42) are commuting sub-
Hence [l] there is a homomorphism T: Gi{Ai) ®g G2{A2)->A3/M3 given by T{J2n°=i (Gi(xin) ®G2{x2n))) = JJ",! Gi(xi")G2(x2ll). Since 7(Gi(mi) ®G2{u2)) =the identity of A3/M3, and since Gi(^li) ®g G2{A2) is simple we see 7-1(0)=0, i.e., T is a monomorphism. From our definitions it now follows that T is an isomorphism.
Similarly, if y i are isometric isomorphisms 7¿: G¿(¿4;)->7J,-, í = 1, 2, there is an isomorphism T': Bi®g B2->A3/M3 given by T'( ¿ {ym ® y2n)\ -t( ¿ {yrKym) ® yrKy^)))- (otherwise choose x2G^72). Then £3(x1®x2)=0, and £/(xi®x2) ^0, i.e., {Mi, M2) and {Mi, Ml) engender distinct epimorphisms £3 and E(. where xi, xi"G^i, x2, x2"G^2, otÇ=.C, 23»-1 ||*i»||i||*i»||2< ». There is an obvious isometric isomorphic copy of A3 in A 4. We denote the copy of A 3 by A 3.
Lemma 2. A3 is an ideal in Ai.
Proof. Let z be as above, and let w= 23»-1 (w>in®w2n)Ç:Az. Then zw = aw-\-wx2-\-xiW-\-vw where v= 23»-1 (xin®x2n). Since all four summands of zw are in A3 the result follows.
A similar argument employing Lemma 1 shows the following. Writing ei = ei®e2, we see u(u -ei)=u2 -u(E:M3, whence u -e4 GM°V4°.
Since (Lemma 2) ^43 is an ideal in Ait we find that if zG^4 then uz, zuÇiA3 and (uz -z)u = u(zu)-zu, u(uz -z)=u(uz)-uz(EM3, whence uz -zÇiM\.
We now consider several cases: Case I. Assume ^4i and ^42 have identities. Define mappings £¿:
At->A3/M3, i-I, 2 by the (symbolically given) formulas £i(^4i) = (Ai®e2)/M3, F2(A2) = (ei®A2)/M3. Then F~l(0) are regular ideals Ni oí Ai, i=í, 2.
We find the pair associated with M3 by treating several subcases. Case 1. A7! and N2 are both maximal. Then as in §2, let them engender an A^GSJts and let G3 be the canonical epimorphism G3:
A3->(Ai/Ni)®g (A2/N2). We shall show N3CM3 (whence we shall have shown N3=M3 since both are maximal ideals). Thus let z= 23"-1 (xin®x2n)(EA3 and assume G3(z) =0. Then 23 (£i(*i») ® F2(x2n)) = 0. Mi and N2 engender an Ml G9W3. We shall show Ml QM3 (whence, again, we shall have shown Ml =M3). This time let GI be the canonical epimorphism GI : A3-^>{Ai/Mi)®g {A2/N2), and let Gi, GI arise from GI according to the procedure in §2. Then a2Gl = F2, where a2 is an isometric C-automorphism of F2(^42). As indicated in §2, there is an isomorphism T: Gi {Ai)®" GI {A2)-*A3/Ml. If 7: Ai/Ni->{Ai/Ni)/{Fi{Mi)) is the canonical epimorphism, then by virtue of the "second isomorphism theorem" LFi = aiGl, where ai is an isometric C-automorphism of Gl{Ai). If G3{z) = 0, then yj"_! (Fi(xi")®F2(x2n))=0, {Ei\ Ai->Ai/Mi). Via C-automorphisms we can conclude Z"=i (Gi (xi") ®Gl (x2n)) =0 and then that (00 \ 00 £ {Gi {xm) ® GI (x2n)) ) = E (<*iG{ {xm) ® a2Gl (x2")) 00 = L (7Fi(xln) ® F2(x2n)) = 0.
Remembering that «i and a2 are automorphisms and applying T we find S;.! LFi{xm)F2{x2n) = L3{*£:-i Fi(xi")F2(x2")) = L3F3{z) = 0 (where 73: ^43/il73-^43/M3 is defined by the initial identity). Since L3{Fi{ui)F2{u2))¿¿0 and since A3/M3 is simple we see F3(z)=0, and so Ml C_M3. In every case we get a pair {Mi, M2) in üDciXä^ and this pair in turn engenders M3. Since the association 9JJi X 3Dî2->9JÎ3 is 1-1, {Mi, M2) is uniquely determined by M3: {Mi, M2) =t{M3). We have shown J is 1-1 and that t{m3) = Mi X 2ft2.
[October Theorem.
When hk-topologies are used throughout, t is continuous but not generally bicontinuous.
Proof. We shall show that trl is closed. Let £1 be closed in Hfti. Then £3 = £iX9)Î2 is closed in SDÎiX2»2. Let K3 = I~1(F3). We show that K3 is closed. To this end let M°{2)k(K3) and assume Ml^K3. Since any closed set in SCliXÜD^ is of the form
where Fri is closed in 9DÎ,-, *= 1, 2, it follows that t~x is closed and thus that t is continuous. We are indebted to John Lindberg for suggesting the following example showing that t"1 need not be continuous.
Example. Let ^4i be the commutative Banach algebra of functions analytic in the interior of the unit disc Dz and continuous on the entire unit disc Dz. The maximal ideal space of Ai may be identified with Dz although the M-topology constitutes a genuine weakening of the usual topology of Dz. In fact, a /z£-closed set £ in Dz has only countably many points in the (usual) interior of Dz unless £ is the whole of Dz. Let A2 be C(DW), i.e., the algebra of all continuous functions on Dw. Then the maximal ideal space of A2 in the /zfc-topology is homeomorphic with Dw in its usual topology. In A3 let v be the element z®l -l®w (z and w here are the usual complex variables). Then in 5D?i X Wl2 the set K = {(z, w) \ z = w} is the hull of v, and so t~l(K) is closed in the Äe-topology of 50î3. and U2 could be taken as an ordinary open circle in the interior of Dw. Since £1 = SDciX i/i is ¿¿-closed in Dz, £1 has at most countably many points in the ordinary interior of Dz. Let U* be the circle in Dz that consists of the same set of complex numbers as the set comprising U2. Then i/*\£i?i0 since £1 meets the ordinary interior of Dz in at most countably many points. But then UiXU2 D(U*\Fi) X U2. Clearly, any point z in U*\Fi corresponds to a point w in U2 such that z = w, i.e., {U*\Fi) X U2 meets K and thus UiX U2 cannot lie in the complement t{ U) of K. Remark. In the last paragraph of p. 302 and the first two lines of p. 303 [2 ] the proof given is incorrect since the u{ chosen there vary with the Mi. The following amended proof should be substituted.
Let M03 be in 2K, and if ?(M08) = (M0,, M02), let N{M0i) in 5Dî< be of the form: N{M0i) = {Mi\ I ati{Mi) -4(Mo.) I < ft,} = 1, 2, ■ • • , 7;}, i = 1, 2.
To prove the continuity of / it suffices to find an N{M03) such that t{N{M03)) CN{MQi) XN{M02). To this end let u0i be identities modulo Moi, i = 1, 2 and let 
